Robust Blind Medical Image Watermarking Using Quantization and SIFT with Enhanced Security
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Abstract—The paper proposes an efficient blind robust watermarking solution for medical images based on a combination of the Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) and even-odd quantization. Unlike most existing methods using SIFT with original image, our proposed algorithm can extract the embedded information without original image by selecting only non-overlapping features in embedding process and exploiting the correlation among all detecting regions. As a result, both detection and extraction of embedded information can be obtained with our method. Moreover, it can be expanded to multi-bit watermarking with two suggestions of fan-shaped and half-ring-shaped regions. The experimental results are implemented with various medical images and evaluated about the quality, the reliability and the robustness against common medical image processing attacks including filtering, compression, rotation, scaling and cropping. Furthermore, the security in embedding and extracting information is also enhanced in our solution.

Index Terms—SIFT, quantization-based watermarking, blind medical image watermarking

I. INTRODUCTION

In the early 1990s, watermarking began to gain attention and rapidly developed in many areas such as copyright protection, copy control, monitoring, secure communication, data integration, authentication, and verification, etc. Recently, the boom in demand for transmission and storage the medical images over Internet to support telemedicine as well as smart healthcare promotes the extensive research of watermarking techniques for different medical images. This expansion opens many opportunities and challenges to meet the specific requirements of the medical industry such as the privacy, confidentiality, security, reliability, standards, and applications [1]-[5].

In general, watermarking is the technique of embedding and extracting the information (or watermark) in host data (also known as cover data). Although watermarking can be applied to various types of cover data, image watermarking has always received great attention in theoretical researches as well as practical applications. The data after embedding is called watermarked data (or embedded data). This data can be altered by attacks in the form of normal data processing or intentional damage, which is called attacked data. This data is used to extract the embedded information. Thus, like the background of information theory, a general watermarking system can be considered with three main components: embedder, attack channel and extractor.

Based on the need of the original data in the extraction process, watermarking system is classified into blind and non-blind. The first model is more applied in practical because of extracted information from embedded data without the cover data. However, blind watermarking systems must face to more challenges to obtain high performance.

Considered generally, there are three main requirements in a typical watermarking system: transparency, robustness, and capacity. Transparency requirement evaluates the perceptibility or quality degradation of the embedded data with the cover data. Robustness requirement considers the ability of extracting information against attacks. Capacity requirements mentions the amount of the embedded information. In fact, there is always a trade-off between these requirements. Therefore, for fair evaluation and comparison, it is necessary to ensure that the methods used for the survey are tested under the same conditions.

In order to evaluate the embedded image quality, subjective assessment through visual perception and objective evaluation through quantitative parameters can be used. In fact, subjective assessment of image quality is very difficult because it depends a lot on the observer as well as the observed image, so it is not possible to use tools to automatically evaluate image quality. Objective quantities commonly used are the Mean Squared Error (MSE), Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) or the Normalized Cross Correlation coefficient (NCC). However, there is absolutely no clear relationship between these quantities and Human Visual System (HVS). A recently proposed solution to measure image fidelity is the Structural SIMilarity index (SSIM) related to structural information in image blocks by measuring the similarity in luminance, contrast, and structure.
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Depending on the application, there are different requirements for embedded capacity. Generally, watermarking can be classified into single bit and multiple bits. One-bit watermarking is suitable to detect whether a given image is embedded information or not, while multi-bit watermarking is used for extracting the content of embedded information. Note that in some watermarking methods, in addition to affecting the quality of the embedded image, the amount of embedded information also depends on the size and characteristics of the embedded image.

Attacks in image watermarking can be classified into non-synchronization and synchronization [6]. Attacks in the first type only change the certain values of image pixels but remain whole their positions. They include noise, filtering, compression, etc. On the contrary, the latter attacks change the certain positions of image pixels, thus they are also called as geometrical attacks. Especially, they are called pure synchronization attacks if they remain their values, such as cropping, flipping, translation, rotation with a multiple of 90 degrees, etc. In other cases, they change both values and positions of image pixels, such as scaling, rotation with not a multiple of 90-degree, etc.

Based on common image watermarking, various watermarking algorithms have been extended for medical images [7]-[13]. In general, many existing studies on watermarking for medical imaging have been only applied to a certain type of medical image without considering the specific requirements related to the medical field such as reliability and security. Some of them need the original image or the embedded features in extraction process. This limits the range of applications in practice. Moreover, these methods have not fully considered attacks, including both non-synchronization and synchronization. Therefore, based on analyzing and evaluating existing solutions, the paper focuses on offering some effective solutions to meet the following objectives:

1) Allowing to extract information without the original image.
2) Successfully extracted information against many different types of attacks, both non-synchronization (filtering, compression) and synchronization (rotation, scaling, cropping).
3) Can be applied to common medical images, while ensuring reliability and security requirements in the medical field.

II. RELATED WORKS

A. Spread Spectrum-Based Watermarking

Cox et al. [14] were the first to exploit spread spectrum communication theory to construct watermarking algorithms. It requires the original image at the first time. Other authors also use the concept of spread spectrum but in a different way that does not require the original data during extracting process. The basic idea of this approach is to add a watermark pattern generated from a pseudo-random number generator through a secret key. The watermark is extracted using a correlation detector with the same embedded key. This means that only the correct key used during embedding can extract the exact information that was embedded in the original image. Thus, security is greatly increased compared to other techniques. Due to spreading the watermark over the entire image, this method also achieves imperceptibility and robustness. On the other hand, since there is no need for original data, spread-spectrum based watermarking is suitable for many applications. In addition, the spread-spectrum technique used in watermarking can be performed directly in the spatial domain or other transform domains such as DCT (Discrete Cosine Transform), DWT (Discrete Wavelet Transform), etc. However, the embedded signal itself is considered noise, so it can cause significant errors in the extraction process. Therefore, several improved spread spectrum methods have been studied to partially overcome the limitations of traditional spread spectrum [15], [16].

Because the extraction process using the correlation detector requires synchronization of the size and position between the watermark and the attacked image, the spread spectrum-based watermarking technique is less robust against most synchronization attacks. Moreover, only one bit of information is embedded in this technique.

B. Quantization-Based Watermarking

Unlike spread spectrum-based watermarking techniques using a watermark pattern corresponding to a region of image for each information bit, embedding and extracting information in quantization-based watermarking is implemented at local value pixels [17]. In this approach, one information bit is embedded and extracted directly by one image pixel. It is less robust to non-synchronization attacks than spread spectrum-based watermarking because a significantly change in even only one embedded pixel also causes the failure of information extraction process. However, it can be survived to synchronization attacks by determining the position of the embedded information based robust features. In order to improve the robustness in the case there is a slight loss of synchronization, the information bit can be embedded repeatedly in a patch around the features.

The quantization index \( Q(x,y) \) corresponding to each embedded pixel is calculated by:

\[
Q(x,y) = \begin{cases} 
0, & \text{if } k \leq \frac{\ell(x,y)}{\Delta} < (k + 1) \text{ with } k \text{ even} \\
1, & \text{if } k \leq \frac{\ell(x,y)}{\Delta} < (k + 1) \text{ with } k \text{ odd}
\end{cases}
\]  

(1)

Then, the quantization error is calculated by:

\[
r(x,y) = l(x,y) - \Delta \floor{\frac{\ell(x,y)}{\Delta}}
\]  

(2)

Based on the quantization index, the quantization error and the embedded bit \( w \), the watermarked image is implemented as follows:

\[
l'(x,y) = l(x,y) + u(x,y)
\]  

(3)

where \( u(x,y) = \)

\[
\begin{cases} 
-r(x,y) + 0.5\Delta, & \text{if } Q(x,y) = w \\
r(x,y) + 1.5\Delta, & \text{if } Q(x,y) \neq w \text{ and } r(x,y) > 0.5\Delta \\
-r(x,y) - 0.5\Delta, & \text{if } Q(x,y) \neq w \text{ and } r(x,y) \leq 0.5\Delta.
\end{cases}
\]  

(4)
In addition to subjective criteria, the original image and embedded image are compared based on objective criteria such as the distortion $D$ or the peak signal to noise ratio PSNR:

$$D = || l' (x, y) - l (x, y) ||^2$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)$$

$$PSNR = 10 \log_{10} \frac{255^2}{D}$$ \hspace{1cm} (6)

Another metric to measure the quality of the embedded image is the Structural Similarity index ($SSIM$):

$$SSIM(x, y) = \frac{(2\mu_x \mu_y + c_1)(2\sigma_{xy} + c_2)}{(\mu_x^2 + \mu_y^2 + c_1)(\sigma_x^2 + \sigma_y^2 + c_2)}$$ \hspace{1cm} (7)

where $\mu_x, \mu_y, \sigma_x^2, \sigma_y^2, \sigma_{xy}$ are the mean, variance, covariance of $x$ and $y$ correspondingly; $c_1 = (k_1L)^2$ and $c_2 = (k_2L)^2$ are two variables for stabilization. In this paper, we set $k_1 = k_2 = 0.05$ and $L = 255$.

The extracted bit is determined as the same result with the quantization index corresponding to the attacked pixel. With a larger quantization width $\Delta$, the higher the ability to extract accurate information because the larger distance between the quantization levels in the two sets makes it easy to distinguish two values of information bit “0” and “1”, but in return the quality of the quantized image will decline significantly because the quantized value changes significantly compared to the original value. In the special case $\Delta = 1$, even-odd quantization becomes the Least Significant Bit (LSB) technique. This is the first studies on image watermarking by embedding the watermark as a binary random sequence into the remaining LSB of the image after 7-bit grayscale histogram compression and uses a bit comparator to detect watermark [18], [19]. Some other authors perform embedded binary information directly in the LSB planes of the image. This approach is simple and obtains high capacity with good quality. However, since the information can be retrieved if the embedding location is determined, the security of this method is very low. In addition, a small change in the embedded image can cause inaccurate extracted information. In other words, it is only suitable for secure error-free channel applications.

Moreover, the same information bit can be embedded into multiple features so that the information bit is still extracted successfully in the case of disappearance of several embedded features in attacked image. In this case, the decision of final extracted information is based on the larger number of extracted bits 0s and 1s.

Obviously, when extracting information from the value corresponding to the actual embedding location, it will give the correct result while it will give a random result either bit 0 or 1 for the non-embedding value. Consequently, if there is loss of synchronization even with only one pixel, the extracted bit can be inaccurate. To improve the robustness due to this loss of synchronization by attacks, the same information bit can be embedded into an area around feature instead of only at a location of feature. In general, the final extracted bit in this case has been decided as below:

$$b' = \begin{cases} 0, & NUM_0 \geq NUM_1 \\ 1, & NUM_0 < NUM_1 \end{cases}$$ \hspace{1cm} (8)

where $NUM_0$ and $NUM_1$ is the total number of bits 0s and 1s in the extracted area from (8).

C. Scale-Invariant Feature Transform

The idea of solving the robustness problem of embedded information is to look for features in the image that are invariant to attacks. The information is then embedded based on these features. The local invariants must be highly distinguishable from others and suitable for their resistance to attacks. In the embedded information synchronization based on the image content, the robustness of feature extraction is related to the robustness of the watermarking system, and examining the local features is helpful in extracting the features. By combining the embedded information with image content-based features, the information extraction process can be performed flawlessly. Recently, the SIFT (Scale-Invariant Feature Transform) is one of the most efficient methods of extracting robust features [20]-[22]. It was invented by David Lowe since 2004 and up to now, there have been many improvements in the algorithm as well as the application in images. SIFT features are localized in scale-space according to pyramid filtering, separated from each other by four parameters including coordinates ($p, q$), coefficients of scaling ($a$) and orientation ($\theta$), as well as a description (size of 1x128) as shown in Fig. 1. It has proven to be invariant with rotation, scaling, and translation. It is also partially constant for changes in brightness and noise.

The main idea of the SIFT based watermarking is to extract features in a scale space. Information is then embedded in the circles centered at the feature point's location and the radius is proportional to the scale coefficient. Based on SIFT, Nikolaidis [23] uses all the features to embed the watermark so that the synchronization problem is preserved. However, the large number of embedded regions required by the algorithm degrade the quality of the embedded image. Also, not all features are useful for embedding and extracting information. Therefore, Guo, Li and Pan [24] selected only a few robust features to embed information using the quantization algorithm and have shown efficacy compared to previous methods. However, the original information is required from the extraction process by this method. In addition, by using the same algorithm to select a robust embedded area during the embedding and extraction process, it may lead to loss of synchronization during extraction. On the other hand, some authors improve synchronization by adding orientation characteristics. However, they also need to know in advance the original descriptions of the embedded features in the extraction. Moreover, most existing medical image watermarking methods focus on one-bit information embedding or do not consider fully attacks including both types of synchronization and non-synchronization. Furthermore, they lack a security mechanism to prevent illegal detection or extraction of information as well as the reliability evaluation of the extracted information. Therefore, in this
paper, we propose a new solution to overcome these disadvantages.

Instead, we need to determine the suitable features for efficient embedding by selection of non-overlapping regions and removal of features near borders. Information is then embedded into circular regions according to the features' coordinates and scale coefficients

\[(x - p)^2 + (y - q)^2 = (ka)^2\]  

where, \(k\) is the amplification factor to control the radius of the circles. This factor is inversely proportional to scale coefficient so that the embedded areas are the same.

As we can see, for attacks such as rotation, scaling or translation, the closer the center of the image the position of the feature is, the more robust it is. Therefore, after removing the features that cause the embedding area to overflow out of the boundary, we will prioritize the feature with the closest coordinate to the center. The next step is to remove all features whose embedding area overlaps the embedding area of the selected feature. Repeat the same for the remaining features until none of the features overlap. Embedding process is effective when we select just enough robust features to embed. If there are too few embedding features, it will be difficult to correctly extract the embedded information. If there are too many embedding features, then the number of pixels of each embed area is too small, reducing the ability to extract the correct information when an attack significantly changes the pixel value of the embedded area.

B. The Process of Extracting Information

As (8), the reliability is the smallest (equal to 0.5) when the total number of bits 0s and 1s in the extracted area are equal and it is the largest (equal to 1) if all bits are only 0s or 1s. Correspondingly, the parameter for evaluating the reliability with the quantization method in this paper is then defined as below:

\[R_Q = \max \left\{ \frac{\text{NUM}_0}{\text{NUM}_0 + \text{NUM}_1} \right\}\]  

Furthermore, it is also clear that when extracting information corresponding to the actual embedding area, it will give the correct result with high bit rate (0 or 1). For the non-embedding region, when extracting information will give a random result with approximately the same bit rate 0 and 1. Therefore, based on a given threshold we can estimate the regions are more likely to be the initial embedding area. This is exploited in our paper to propose the extraction algorithm in Fig. 3.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section III, our solution for robust blind image watermarking by combination of quantization technique and SIFT keypoints is proposed. First, process of embedding and extracting information is introduced and analyzed. Second, the expansion for multi-bit watermarking with two suggestions of fan-shaped and half-ring-shaped regions is mentioned. Next, the solution to enhance the security of extracting information is discussed. Experimental results with medical images are provided in Section IV to evaluate the quality, reliability, and robustness. Section V summarizes and concludes the paper.

III. PROPOSED SOLUTION

A. The Process of Embedding Information

The embedding algorithm is proposed in Fig. 2. First, SIFT is applied to the cover image to extract features. However, these features are not directly used to embed information, because they may cause overlapping regions.

Figure 1. SIFT keypoints.

![Image of SIFT keypoints and descriptor](image1)

Figure 2. The process of embedding information.

![Image of embedding process](image2)

![Image of extracted information](image3)
Since there is no original image, selecting the embedded SIFT features from the attacked image is more challenging. Some embedded features may disappear as well as additional non-embedding features appear, making it difficult to correctly determine embedded areas. Therefore, the solution offers an algorithm to accurately select the original non-overlapping embedding regions based on the correlation comparison between the extracted information in all extraction regions before deciding the final extracted information. This algorithm begins by finding two extraction regions with the lowest correlation of extracted information, and then finding extraction regions with the high correlation of extracted information corresponding to these two extraction regions. In the case that there exist two groups of extracted regions with the corresponding information, the group with less features will be removed. If the number of features of the two groups is equal, discard the group with the smaller total area. In case no matching information is found, remove both extraction regions. This process is repeated until the last group of extraction regions used to extract information has been determined.

C. Expansion to Multi-bit Watermarking

The paper also suggests two embedded methods for multi-bit watermarking: (1) Each circular region will be divided into several small fan-shaped patches according to the length of information bit sequence. These patches are the same area as shown in Fig. 4. (2) Each circular region will be divided into several half-ring-shaped patches as shown in Fig. 5. Each half of patch is the same radius and corresponds to one information bit so that the number of ring-shaped patches is half of the length of information bit sequence.

For the method of embedding information in N fan-shaped patches, the embedding regions are defined as follows:

\[
FS_i = \{(x,y)\mid -\theta + (i_1-1)\frac{2\pi}{N} \leq \theta_{x,y} \leq -\theta + i_1\frac{2\pi}{N}\}
\]

where

\[
\theta_{x,y} = \arctan\left(\frac{y}{x}\right)
\]

For the method of embedding information in N half-ring-shaped patches, the embedding regions (for each pair of bits) are defined as follows:

\[
HRS_i = \{(x,y)\mid (i_2-1)\frac{2\pi }{N} \leq p_{x,y} \leq i_2\frac{2\pi }{N}\}
\]

where

\[
p_{x,y} = \sqrt{x^2 + y^2}
\]

D. Solution for Enhanced Security

However, until now, there is the lack of a security mechanism because the embedded images are easily detected or extracted information by simple image analysis such as using histograms or de-quantization. Moreover, the embedded regions are located exactly around the features and location of the watermark would then be known to an attacker. Therefore, in our proposed method, we use a secret key to derive the embedded regions which cannot be determined in detection process without the same key. By using this secret key, both random angle \(\alpha\) and random length \(\gamma\) are generated. Together, these yield the new location of the center of the embedded region by adding random angle \(\alpha\) to the orientation factor \(\theta\) of the feature and multiplying random length \(\gamma\) to the scale factor \(\sigma\) belonging to the feature as shown in Fig. 6.

![Figure 4. Fan-shaped patches.](image)

![Figure 5. Half-ring-shaped patches.](image)

![Figure 6. The embedded region derived from feature with a secret key.](image)

To enhance the security for multi-bit watermarking, each patch is shifted by a random offset angle from a secret key with the initial point based on the orientation of feature. In the fan-shaped method, the shifting is the same for all patches while it can be different in the half-ring-shaped method. This helps to enhance the security of extracting information, which is one of requirements in medical field.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

First, the paper investigates the watermarking properties of different medical images as shown in Table I. Correspondingly, the amplification factor is selected...
properly to achieve the highest efficiency for extracting process.

TABLE I. WATERMARKING PROPERTIES OF DIFFERENT MEDICAL IMAGES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Image</th>
<th>XR</th>
<th>MRI</th>
<th>CT</th>
<th>US</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Size</td>
<td>1024x1024</td>
<td>591x463</td>
<td>220x340</td>
<td>700x1024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum scale</td>
<td>92.31</td>
<td>38.95</td>
<td>30.35</td>
<td>82.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of embedded keypoints</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In order to achieve distinct threshold of perception by the human eye (more than 38dB), the embedding strength coefficient is chosen by $\alpha=3$ in the spread spectrum-based method while the quantum interval $\Delta=5$ with the quantization-based method. Fig. 7. shows the original image with entire features and Fig. 8. shows the embedded image with embedded regions correspondingly. The distortion between the embedded image and the original image is assessed by the quantities PSNR and SSIM as given in (6) and (7) with different watermarking solutions including SS and LSB, and shown in Table II. Obviously, the LSB method will give the highest quality of embedded image when evaluated by PSNR or SSIM, but is very sensitive with attacks, so it is only suitable for noiseless channel. Proposed method yields better embedded image quality than SS by embedding information only in regions corresponding to the selective robust features. On the other hand, when evaluated by SSIM, the embedded image quality of this method is approximated to LSB, which means imperceptibility.

Table III shows the reliability of proposed quantization-based method for one-bit watermarking without attack and against various attacks. The detection or extraction process is successful if there is at least one region whose reliability is greater than a given threshold. For example, with the threshold greater than 0.6512, our solution can detect if this image is embedded while it obtains the robustness against most attacks in Table III except for the Gaussian noise.

V. CONCLUSION

In summary, the paper offers an effective solution for watermarking with common medical images by combining the quantization technique with the selection of proper non-overlapping SIFT features. In addition to fully
investigating two types of synchronization and non-synchronization attacks as well as evaluating the embedded image quality with different parameters including MSE, PSNR, SSIM, the article also examines the specific requirements in the medical field such as the reliability and the security. Moreover, proposed solution can embed not only one information bit but also multiple bits of information into the fan-shaped and half-ring-shaped patches. With the usage of a secret key in the division of the embedded region corresponding to the bits of information, the extraction process is enhanced for security. Especially, with the algorithm to determine the embedded regions based on the correlation of the received bit sequences, our proposed solution does not need to use the original image but still achieve high robustness. The simulation results show that the proposed solution achieve high resilience to various types of synchronization attacks as well as image filtering and compressions.
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